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Nancy Henry, The Cambridge Introduction to George Eliot (Cambridge 
University Press, 2008), pp. xi + 129. 
ISBN 978 0 521 67097 5. 
This lively book is part of a new Cambridge University Press series already more than thirty 
titles strong, for 'readers who want to broaden their understanding of the books and authors 
they enjoy' - a mission statement which is quickly decoded: 'Ideal for students, teachers and 
lecturers'. The range of authors and topics included is canonical yet catholic, and not 
exclusively Anglophone: American authors are well represented along with English and Irish 
ones, there is a clutch of drama and theatre titles, Francophone literature and Derrida, 
postcolonialliteratures and Modernism. The books are relatively short at about 60,000 words, 
and observe a series format with sections on life, contexts, works, and reception. 
It is important not to underestimate the challenge posed by such a brief. Nancy Henry rises to 
the occasion, giving half her space to George Eliot's writings, including reviews and essays, 
and inflecting the other specified headings in appropriate ways, as historical contexts and 
literary influences, and 'Afterlife'. She succeeds in providing a brisk account that naturalizes 
fresh understandings of George Eliot's work in the wake of such theoretical events as 
deconstruction, New Historicism, Marxist, feminist and postcolonial theory (with the 
observation that practitioners of Queer studies have not attended much to her oeuvre). She 
sustains a thread of argument throughout, at once reiterating and re-orienting familiar tropes 
about the trajectory of George Eliot's career as a 'movement toward this position of a writer 
who aimed to communicate, not with the ignorant and idle, but with the educated and the 
diligent reader' (46). Such a line of argument places particular weight on Romola and other 
writings of the 1860s, including Felix Holt, which Henry persuasively shows to be more radical 
than recent readings have allowed. 
Given the series formula it is hardly possible to develop lines of argument in any detail, yet 
Henry succeeds in giving a good sense for example of George Eliot's place in Victorian culture, 
especially but not only literary culture. I was particularly taken by the account of George Eliot 
and railways, and of technology in general (21-23) - an important emphasis, but one that I 
couldn't help feeling to be a touch at odds with the cover illustration (Thomas Churchyard's 
'Coach Travel in Bad Weather' is far from an idealized Dickensian coaching scene, and nicely 
references both the introductory chapter of Felix Holt and also the opening of the 1994 
Middlemarch television serialization). 
Nancy Henry's discussion effectively describes George Eliot's erudition, locating it in 
Victorian intellectual contexts, and similarly highlights the author's literary self-consciousness. 
To my mind, the attention to George Eliot's writing in all genres is a strength of this study, 
contributing to the overall presentation of George Eliot in the round. Henry's previous work-
the monograph George Eliot and the British Empire, and her edition of and essays on 
Impressions of Theophrastus Such - unsurprisingly underlies some of the freshest insights. 
There were many points at which detailed readings offered perspectives I'd not previously 
experienced: a selection would include her comment on the ways in which the clergymen in 
Scenes of Clerical Life are 'in fact of secondary importance to the women in the story' (50), 
her development of an analogy between The Lifted Veil and Gulliver's Travels (64), and the 
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incisive analysis of a passage in Daniel Deronda that reveals the extent of Mirah's jealousy of 
Gwendolen (99-100). 
For my money, this book hits the spot, and I intend no faint praise when I say that it is 
eminently fit for purpose. One of its significant accomplishments is to make George Eliot 
accessible, to the extent that it is possible to open the way into works as long as hers, written 
as they are in a language that is almost as alien to students now as Shakespeare's. Nancy Henry 
demonstrates both her own familiarity with George Eliot, and a pertinent consciousness of 
what I suspect even British undergraduates might not know: I'm pretty confident that 
Australian students, and I assume also American, would be innocent of the information 
packaged under the heading 'High Church, Low Church, Dissent' (16), for instance. Such 
exposition is generally clear, if laboured at times (as in the early propositions about George 
Eliot's relevance). 
The Casaubon in me regrets the slips in proof reading. George Eliot's friends the Hennells are 
a particular source of woe: thus Sara Hennell becomes 'Sarah' (p. 4), and her brother Charles 
Christian is 'Hennel' on p. 42, while proper names in general suffer ('Tomas' for Thomas, p. 
xi, both 'Reihl' and 'Riehl' on p. 45, 'Katherine' for Kathryn, p. 109, 'Johnstone' rather than 
Johnston on pp. 110 and 120, 'Whittemeyer' for Witemeyer on pp. 113 and 122). It may be 
totally pedantic to note the singular 'that strata' on p. 62, and to question whether 'cache' on p. 
105 is meant to be cachet? 
Margaret Barris 
University of Sydney 
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